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Buku Media Pembelajaran Karangan Azhar Arsyad Pdf 22.91 Mb Published: August 11, 2016 | Updated: August 16, 2016 Cite This NeuroscienceNews.com Article Abstract Objective To determine if motor neurons in the hippocampus, which are involved in mental processes, form a network to reinforce learning by following a video trajectory. Methods One hundred parallel video
video sequences to the person's memory (randomly placed). User stimuli are visually guided according to neuronal activation patterns. Results From 15,260 participants in an experimental study, 171 videos were assessed. Beneficial patterns were found in three out of four videos. These patterns formed a model for the hub network, which hosted auditory and visual information in a

hipparcic network in the brain. The network formed a link between the autonomic and the cortical parts of the brain, where emotions are released. The participants were also shown a series of videos that contained different auditorial and visual stimulation sequences. Study of each video revealed the network traversal activity in the visual and auditational parts of neuromuscular activity.
The study suggested that training with a video provides a neural basis for the autobiographical memory formation. Introduction Video memory is a classic and important finding from the field of neurosciences, especially from the area of â€‹â€‹cognition. Using video learning environments, adults and children can learn useful skills or acquire knowledge in a natural environment. The
majority of studies have shown that video learning is helpful for training people to focus and organize their mental processes in order to understand the world around them. The use of interactive media in education has made use of these findings on the basis of the difficulty and completeness of the information encoded in the videos, and thus enhanced the performance of this type of

education. Additionally, the stimulate the biological and cognitive systems of the subjects. The human brain is in constantly working search for information to fill the requirements of the populationâ€™s mental demands and instructions. The video is a
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